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INTRODUCTION
What is DeFi?
Over the past few years, the world of finance has been “hit” by the birth of a
new form of conducting financial operations.
In recent years, relatively the only way of getting involved in the finance
sector was either directly or indirectly using services provided by centralized entities, which were the biggest players in the financial markets.
Independent developers, creators, and investors - be it small or big - have
come together to create a new possibility for anyone to get involved in.
It was time to open up the financial game for all players; a new template
was formed with the name Decentralized finance, also known as DeFi.

What is Decentralized Finance?
Financial services are a big part of anyone’s life in the modern world. Credit
cards, loans, insurances, money transfers, and a wide range of other services were only in the hands of long-established centralized financial institutions.
Getting into this space, as a new player, offering their services was close to
impossible, as well as seeking a different source for these services as a regular investor or anyone who wants to explore the new world of finance.
On the other hand; DeFi enables anyone to enter the financial market by
offering a wide range of different providers for any financial service and
lowers the regulatory barrier for entry.
Credit scores, personal information, and special requirements have a long
history in centralized finance, however, DeFi is here to change this. Requirements to receive some of the services that the financial market offers are all
changed in DeFi through a very simplified but trustworthy way, using the
blockchain model with smart contracts.

What is Blockchain?
Let’s explain the Blockchain model in short for a better understanding of
Smart Contracts. Blockchain is an immutable online ledger used for transferring data or assets in a way that leaves no room for exploits or centralization by any one player or groups.

How does it secure this?
Blockchain, as a model, is secured by a ledger mechanism which connects different blocks, information packages, and node points connecting all of it, in a way that no piece of information may be changed or
hacked without the automatic confirmation of a series of other nodes
confirming the whole status.
To change any information, one would have to change it in every node
holding the blockchain data, which is considered to be nearly impossible as nodes are usually spread out in numerous locations across the
planet.

What is a Smart Contract and why do we use it?
Smart contracts are predetermined contracts of agreement that serve
as automatic executors of the pre-agreed terms and agreed way of
functioning.
Smart contracts are programs written with codes which secure their
functionality once they are deployed and put to serve a certain purpose.
They are usually used to predetermine an outcome so that both or
many sides involved can be ensured that the outcomes will always be
as they are agreed upon.
This is ensured as smart contract’s codes are unchangeable once the
code is published and always execute the arranged terms without the
need of an intermediary or a loss of time and other resources.

What kind of services does DeFi offer?
DeFi is here to open up all of the financial services as well as other types
of services, but only for those who can meet the minimum requirements.
With the assortment of different services, which may be brought into
the space of DeFi, the most popular of these are insurance, lending,
borrowing, credit & debit cards, savings, investment funds, and more.
Any service which has predetermined terms of involvement can be
brought onto the blockchain and secured by the use of smart contracts;
switching any needed intermediaries with it.
An example would be Credit loans.
In a situation of centralized finance - one would have to ask a loan provider and provide any necessary information to proceed through a
process of evaluation of that person’s credit capability.
Using the model of DeFi, this whole process is much simpler and oftentimes even instantaneous, as ensured by the use of smart contracts.
The person asking for a loan would only have to inquire with the loan
provider (online) and would immediately know if they satisfy the terms
to receive a credit loan, usually by depositing a certain pawn, and, but
not necessarily, passing through a system of identification.
The whole process would be much simpler and faster than regular
finance, as the personal information asked would have a much smaller
range, and the whole process would go either in a short time, to even
being instantaneous.

Key points
DeFi doesn’t need or needs minimal intermediaries as all the
data is secured through smart contracts on the public block
chain
Anyone can enter the space of DeFi and be involved in
exchanging resources or services
Requirements for participating are minimal and secured by
the blockchain
DeFi offers a wide range of financial services for everyone

The current state of the crypto markets
Cryptocurrencies markets usually pass through different cycles which reflect in
their price movement, general public’s occupation, projects growth, and other
factors.
Usually, all of the movements were led by the first & biggest cryptocurrency Bitcoin.
Each of the cryptocurrency coins were affected by this - some more than others,
and rarely have cryptocurrency projects shown an independence from the
Bitcoin market, so it would be appropriate to say that Bitcoin has led the price
cycles for the whole market.
The biggest network for Smart Contracts and different kinds of tokens is, objectively speaking, the Ethereum network.
Ethereum network enables the deployment of different smart contracts and
building of various kinds of cryptocurrency projects, no matter the size.
As demand for this was growing along with the number of builders, creators,
and developers, so was the overcrowding of the whole Ethereum network growing as well.
In 2020 there was a new major player in the blockchain space - the Binance
Smart Chain, also known as BSC.
Binance developers have created their own network called the Binance Smart
Chain, which functions as Ethereum, enabling the use of smart contracts, but
with a key difference in the transaction prices.
This price aspect had motivated lots of developers to start building and making
projects on the BSC network or chain. BSC network has opened new grounds
for building of various projects, which was significant for the whole crypto
altcoins market.
Soon after the Smart Chain emerged, there was a rapidly increasing number of
developers who started copying each other’s work and “building” very short
lived projects, which didn’t serve any significance in this space, giving the BSC
network a not-so-good reputation.
Being unregulated as it is, the BSC Network began to be a breeding area for
scams and schemes which were used for taking investor’s funds without providing value in return and thus bringing down the safety of the new blockchain
network.
We are one of the few projects in the BSC space who are here to change this
and be an example of a good use for the Smart Chain network.

Utilizing the low transaction costs, large community base, and ease of use were
one of the main factors pushing us forward to start our projects on this network.
Ethereum is the first major player enabling development and deployment of
smart contracts, which makes it a large network for serious projects, but the
transaction cost would not viable to the smaller investors wanting to get
involved in our project.
As we are creating our network based on decentralization and ease of involvement for the whole crypto community, for transaction cost reasons,we have
chosen the Binance Smart Chain to be our first and native network.

The idea behind Octaplex Network
The Octaplex Network team sees the current cryptocurrency space as a great
breeding ground for new ideas, concepts, and models for the financial sector.
Cryptocurrency markets are still young and our team is led by a strong desire to
further develop the crypto space, that can be improved by visionaries and developers.
We have seen both the lacks and opportunities in the current space, and
wanted to play our own part, a significant and big one at that, in creating a way
to further development of DeFi and the crypto space - by leading as an example.
This is how the idea of Octaplex Network has been created.
Octaplex seeks to improve this space by including interoperability, mutual
support, interconnectedness, and mutual growth with other projects, companies, and creators for the benefit of all, including our community as one of the
primary aspects.
We trust in interoperability as a huge principle that needs to be utilised today
more than ever. Old financial markets, of any kind, were based on competition
and outsmarting competitors.
At Octaplex, we aim to create a network of mutual growth and support. If we
grow together, everyone has more opportunities, including our community,
partners, and affiliates.
With that said, with the growth of the project; sharing ideas, concerns, and progress is achieved at a faster rate to benefit and help others within the network
and around the world. With these principles, we wish to see the current cryptocurrency space grow through educating and building the best network with the
best developers, our community, and those who are new to the crypto space.
Octaplex is carefully choosing the projects to be involved in our ecosystem, so
that we can have the best quality projects and a safe space for everyone to
cooperate and bring out new ideas to develop through supporting each other.

Overview of the Octaplex Network
Octaplex Network is building a widespread decentralized ecosystem, built
upon the concepts of security, interoperability and connection.
The ecosystem will be open to connect different projects, teams and developers, marketing partners, companies and investors, unified through our decentralized platforms and products along with the native token utilized in all of
them.
Aiming to create a network where every participant can feel safe, either to
invest or share their resources and ideas for the benefit of all involved.
Another aspect of the project is our rewards dApp with all the follow up products of the ecosystem, where users will be able to have their own DeFi experience while earning through frictionless yield.
As the current blockchain space is diversified into numerous blockchain networks, our network aims at upgrading its infrastructure so that any user or
asset can easily get connected to different blockchains. Building bridges that
serve as connecting pathways is a much needed infrastructure for moving
towards our vision of an interoperable and connected space.
For the “living” part of the ecosystem, there will be
a central hub where all involved parties will be able
to share their resources, information, and assist
each other. Every team and project that joins the
Octaplex Network will have an opportunity to get
involved in developer meetings and to receive and
share their resources with all others.
Investors will reap strong benefits as well by being
able to have an in-depth look and participation in
their favourite projects, including an educative
approach for the newcomers and veterans of defi,
seeking to expand their knowledge and join us in
up-leveling the defi space.

Smart Contract Features

The Smart Contract that powers Octaplex Network consists of a unique
complex code and is deployed on the Binance Smart Chain.
Part of what makes the Octaplex contract unique, is that it is not a fork
of another contract, but instead a combination and improvement of
some of the best tokenomics currently existent on the Binance Smart
Chain while also having unique features implemented; which provide
Octaplex users and investors with the best possible experience, while
ensuring security of their funds.

What is unique about the Octaplex contract?
The development and management team has years of combined experience in various parts of the crypto and DeFi space. We have all been
invested and taken part in projects, and each investor should know that
the majority of #BSC projects have been short-lived, except a few innovative and strong projects.
With our research and experiences combined, this has helped us to
create a contract that consists of the best ideas and aspects we’ve come
in contact with, either in one way or another, with numerous crypto
projects throughout BSC, Ethereum and other blockchains.
Our contract consists of a combination of the best aspects of recent
projects, with certain improvements, and our own unique ideas, which
have not yet been seen in other projects.

Contract mechanisms
Multi-token reward system

Every holder can choose up to 6 different tokens out of a variety of
bep20-pegged coins and our partners’ native tokens - in different
ratios that get directly rewarded with into their wallet, without the
need to stake or farm - by frictionless yield.

Price stabilizing mechanics

These mechanisms ensure that there is no need to check the chart
every minute in fear of sudden price movements.

Anti-whale mechanics

The contract ensures a fair game where standard and small investors
can participate without whales holding major parts of the supply
through limiting the size of transactions.
The limit in a single transaction is 1000 PLX tokens.

Lottery

Every buy transaction will enter you into the lottery effortlessly. For
every buy, there is a 5% chance that the order amount gets a 2x multiplier! Ensured automatically by the contract. The lottery pot is fueled
from transfer tax.

Airdrops

There is a dedicated “pot” for airdrop allocations. Any wallet holding
more than 10 $PLX tokens is eligible for the random airdrop lottery.
Once every 5 hours, the contract will auto roll the airdrop lottery and
airdrop 3 random wallets from the dedicated “pot”. Our lottery and
airdrop systems give the contract a fun aspect, as there are lots of
opportunities to be surprised by a bit of extra funds!
We, at Octaplex Network, trust that we have an award winning DeFi
Project. To add to that, with our extensive networking and ecosystem
in creation, the team strives to provide the best and ultimate experience for all users in the DeFi Space.

Price stabilizing mechanics

The price should not be the core of any project, but if the rest of the
fundamental values are managed and created in a successful way, the
price should also reflect it in a positive manner.
That is why we have created several price stabilizing aspects to the project, after careful research and experience with being involved in multiple
projects either as investors, visionaries, or developers; we have implemented the following price stabilizing and incentivizing mechanisms to
the contract of our project:

Buy back and burn function

As mentioned in the previous section, each transaction includes a buy
back tax, the contract will automatically buy back $PLX using 3% of the
buying tax, and then burn the bought $PLX tokens afterwards until the
total supply is reduced to 50% of the initial supply.
This will increase the price and decrease the total supply, increasing the
value of each token.
The burn rate is on average six times faster than the new supply injection; making the supply deflationary.
After the supply has been reduced to 50%, the buyback function will lock
bought tokens into the contract balance, where they will be used to
gradually inject liquidity back into the main liquidity pool.

Sell tax system

The selling tax is time-dependent, starting high and decreasing as time
passes and the project becomes more liquid. This mechanism incentivizes holding, especially during the early stages of the project when this is
critical for success.

Liquidity Injection

To further stabilize the supply of PLX, a large portion of the sell tax (35%)
is injected back into the main PLX:BNB liquidity pool. The liquidity injection is supplemented with 0.5% from the contract token balance.

Special rewarding features

Lottery

The contract has an incorporated automatic lottery which works effortlessly; without the need to manually enter the lottery system.
It automatically provides a 5% chance on every buy order to receive a 2x
multiplier in $PLX tokens.

Airdrops

There is a dedicated “pot” for airdrop allocations. Any wallet which holds
more than 10 $PLX tokens shall be eligible in the airdrop lottery. Once
every 5 hours, the contract will auto roll the airdrop lottery and airdrop 3
random wallets from the dedicated “pot”.
Our lottery and airdrop systems give the contract a fun aspect, as there
are lots of opportunities to be surprised by a bit of extra funds!
Our contract is thoroughly written so that it incorporates the best mechanisms from the deflationary, yield and lottery aspects.
It is made after an in-depth research of the markets to ensure a maximum opportunity to have a long-term and a stable price growth.

Ecosystem of Octaplex

The basis of the Octaplex Network is the project itself, which is backed by the
native $PLX token.
From its foundation, the network expands outwards, connecting new projects and partners as well as their communities, thus creating a great network of collaboration and support; interconnecting our communities and
investors into a safe crypto space for everyone involved.
Even prior to the launch, the project is connected with lots of great partners,
not only for the publicity of it, but because of their fundamental value.
Our partnerships are here to truly assist each other by providing the necessary resources, information, and any other kind of assistance that we all need
on our developing journeys.
The Octaplex team wants to create a space, which is safe for all of its participants, meaning we need to be very diligent when evaluating new partnerships.
Each new partnership is formed only after a careful examination of the
project, its use cases, roadmap, and other factors, which are to be taken into
account.
The same level of detail is applied when interacting with the project’s teams,
as we prefer forming personal relations to new partners so that we truly
know who we might cooperate with on a deeper level than just business-wise.
Crypto space can sometimes be ruthless, showing that one can never be
careful enough, so that is why we are giving our best to create the safest
possible space by evaluating and mutually doxxing with our partners in team
meetings.
In order to connect with our partners, not only with our team but mutually
with each other as well; we plan to host regular developer meetings where
developers from different projects can meet each other and discuss any
wanted topic as well as share knowledgeable information with one another.

A greatly important aspect of the project will be our online hub, which
enables all the network’s partners, affiliates, and company representatives to share their services, resources, and help for mutual growth. This
will be a safe space to share and give out special offers and assistance to
each other.
Octaplex Ecosystem consists of many different branches, offering its
users an all-around DeFi experience where investors can educate, transact (including multiple chains), have custody of their funds, receive
rewards and connect to other investors and worthwhile projects, among
several other features.
Interoperability is another greatly important element of our ecosystem.
We aim to upgrade the existing blockchain structure by offering bridges
to, and in-between different worthwhile blockchain networks.
Our final aim, that we strive towards, is to create our own interoperable
blockchain network, where all the ecosystem elements will be unified
and easily connectable to different blockchain networks.
We believe the future to be inclusive, and wish to head there with
mutual support instead of the past competition-driven mindset. Now is
a great time for a mutually beneficial & cooperative path to achieving
our goals.
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Rewards Ecosystem
What is unique about the Octaplex yield rewarding system?
The crypto space has recently seen lots of yield-rewarding projects, which
started out in 2020 as a concept of “frictionless yield” and effortless earning
only by holding a certain project’s token/coin.
We, at Octaplex, think this is a great new model for the overall economy, where
each individual is gaining benefits from, and benefits the whole community.
When frictionless yield came out as a new concept, it sparked a new revolution
on almost all of DeFI, and after some time we have noticed there could be
improvements done to create an even better way of earning tokens.
The first negative side was starting to appear after numerous projects building
on this concept ended up stuck in a price dumping cycle, lowering its token’s
value and eventually losing investors interest.
We surely do not think the token’s price should be the essence of any serious
project, but are also aware that keeping the price in a positive trend is very
important to create a satisfied and motivated community of investors and
supporters, which is why we have decided to implement several incentivizing
and stabilizing aspects to this concept.
One of the biggest flaws of the frictionless yield concept is in the fact that users
would receive more of the token they are holding by increasing the supply,
which would eventually have an inflationary effect on the circulating supply
without necessarily increasing the value of each individual token.
This would, eventually, bring to a large dumping of investors tokens, thus lowering the price. Soon after this problem was noticed in the developers' community, a new generation of tokens emerged.
Delivering rewards through the frictionless yield system, holders can gain
different different tokens, like $BNB, $DOGE, $BTC, and many others as their
rewards, instead of the native token.
The Octaplex team also liked this idea, but still, we didn’t see this as being
enough to satisfy a large portion of the crypto space participants, especially
investors.
At the moment of creating the Octaplex Network and our idea, even beforehand, after doing a decent amount of research, we noticed there weren’t any
projects doing what we have developed.

Our idea was to enable users greater flexibility and freedom in earning
their rewards for supporting the project, while also keeping our native
token’s price stable and in a positive uptrend.
This is how the idea of a multi-reward yield system was born.
Giving out rewards directly in the native token form would be de-stabilizing for the price due to inflation, so the Octaplex contract buys the
rewards using $BNB.
This is why we have carefully created our contract to give out multiple
tokens from an expandable portfolio of different tokens in different
rations, according to the individual choice.
Backed by several price stabilizing mechanics, we have ensured a maximum growth potential to give each user the freedom to earn in their
own individual way and have a stable and steadily increasing value.
Octaplex Network starts its ecosystem with 10 tokens on the Binance
Smart Chain given as rewards to choose from.
The rewards' portfolio is expandable, which means it can have new
tokens added to it, either by having new partnerships or through a community voting system, which serves to add some of the large-cap
altcoins into the ecosystem.

ETH

40%

BNB

20%

PLX

20%

BTCB

15%

BUSD

5%

The token rewards system’s interface is realized through our decentralized app.
Each $PLX holder will be able to
connect their wallets with our
dapp and therefore choose up to 6
tokens in different ratios they want
to receive rewards in.

Multichain bridges
The decision to develop our project on the Binance Smart Chain has
emerged after we had realized a few key points to this network, such as
enabling a standardized way of building smart contracts, having very
low fees which makes it accessible to everyone and having a huge
potential for creating a meaningful and long term project. Most of the
Binance Smart Chain projects were very short lasting and didn’t provide
any true value to the space.
Although in minority, there are also very high quality projects and teams
in this network’s space, and we will position ourselves among them.
Octaplex is here to bring a fresh novelty to the Smart Chain space and
connect with other legitimate teams in order to create an even better
future together.
It is important to note that this is not where the story stops. The future of
Octaplex Network is a multichain one, connecting not only with projects
inside the #BSC network, but outside of it as well.
Multichain features will be achieved through the use of cross-network
bridges, which can even evolve in the direction of an own Octaplex
interoperable blockchain.
Our bridges will provide a “bridge as a service” product that enables it’s
users to switch their respective funds between different blockchains.
Currently on the market there is a very low choice of such service providers, so we aim to play our part in creating more interoperability for crypto
space, thus playing our role in the infrastructure of the defi interoperability for the future.
Besides using our bridges to switch already owned assets through blockchains, multichain features will be included in the reward system as well.
Users will be able to choose their rewards not only in tokens at the #BSC
network, but other blockchains such as Ethereum, Polkadot, and layers
such as Polygon.
Interoperability is where we see the future for a prosperous growth of
the whole DeFi space.
Today there are lots of new Blockchain layer 1 and layer 2 solutions for
existing networks, and each one has selling points which position it
ahead of the competition in certain aspects.
We can see the potential of growth in these emerging blockchains and
wish to utilize their advantages, such as: low gas fees, fast transaction
times, quality projects being built on top of these blockchains and more.

Interoperating with different blockchains opens up the opportunities to
connect to numerous projects hosted by those networks, instead of
being limited only to the Binance smart Chain space.
Having such a scalable network allows us to be in line with new developments and adapt to the quickly changing and dynamic defi space.

PlexNet
Bringing life to our vision

We are building a safe space for investors, projects and high quality
teams which share the same vision of mutual growth and sharing for
everyone involved.
The idea and vision behind our network will become tangible through
the development of an online community space “PlexNet” where the
investors and developers will be able to actively participate in the growth
and sharing process.
There will be many benefits for the members of the network’s communities by using the online network space - PlexNet. Benefits and opportunities will be there for both the investors and project’s teams interested
in growing together with each other’s assistance.
Expected benefits and features from using the network will have a wide
range, such as:

Investors
Finding safe projects through the network (by our partnership
doxxing process and a thorough research of potential partner’s
projects)
Receiving updates about the whole network, and a range of
projects included
Getting a more personal view into the teams behind ambitious
projects
Connecting to other investors and members of the community
Educating each other and growing together
Actively taking a role in the evolution of the defi space
Opportunities to participate in teams’ work offers and require
ments

Teams
Receiving support from other participants of the network
Finding assistance for possible obstacles on the path of devel
opment
Having opportunities to participate in developer meetings
Finding the needed service providers and their services at spe
cial terms or discounted prices for the network members
Connecting with investors and expanding their communities
Connecting different teams for joint ventures or collaboration
Building the Defi space and influencing its evolution together

Companies/influencers/content creators
Offering their services and connecting to projects for partner
ships
Expanding their promotional network
Positioning themselves by their quality work and gaining repu
tation among the network and beyond
Having chance to work with the highest quality projects

The PlexNet is a materialization of our striving to unify the space and
turn the past competition driven mindset into a mutually helpful process where everyone included will receive benefits, regardless of their
role and position in the network.
We can see this product as the missing key for the unification of the
newly forming and uprising ambitious projects of the DeFi space.
Our aim is to create a network that helps everyone achieve their goals by
being a safe home to these projects, where communities will also play a
major part by their participation.
PlexNet is not intended as a centralized hub with Octaplex in its center,
it will be a decentralized space through which everyone will be able to
participate equally and earn their reputation according to the service
and activity they are providing to the network.

Plexgate
As safety is one of the top leading priorities for the team at Octaplex, we have
decided to contribute to this cause by creating a secure way of exchange
between two sides.
The crypto space is, due to it’s anonymity, a breeding ground for malicious
participants that do not provide value, but instead, take from others using
fraudulent tactics.
Sometimes it is extremely difficult to get into the trace of such “players”, but
there is a possibility to ensure a safe experience up front, in other words - preventing such fraudulent events is possible.
We have decided to create this service, open to everyone even outside the
Octaplex Network, in order to help push DeFi into its further evolution by lowering the obstacles to arranging different types of deals and agreements with
others in the space.
Usually if two sides were to arrange an agreement on, for example, selling a
service, they would have to either have trust in each other or find a third person
to act as a middleman.
This kind of agreement is difficult to process and relies on trust whether it is
towards the other side of the agreement, or the person acting as a middleman
to the deal.
We have decided to enable a more decentralized and open approach to this by
creating our unique service - Plexgate.
Plexgate is a blockchain driven, decentralized service taking the place of the
“middleman” in order to ensure automatically safe deals where two main
results may come out of an arrangement:
1) Both sides get what they have pre-agreed on
2) The side which fulfilled their part of the arrangement, as opposed to the
other which hasn’t, gets refunded.
This mechanism ensures that there is no loss for any side in the deal and gives
the user a pleasant experience with no fear or anticipation.
Plexgate will serve as a great addition to the PlexNet and its network services,
where trust will not be a necessary element in arranging services, products and
deals. The whole system will be blockchain secured and monitored by self
proven fair 3rd parties serving as direct support for any inquiries or questionable results.

Smart Contract Service

Octaplex Smart Contract Solutions offers a variety of products for customers who want to make their vision of a cryptocurrency project a
reality without the needs of knowledge in coding.
We guide our customers through every step of the process to create a
smart contract.
The product line ranges from standard or forked contracts to highly
complex contracts - fully customizable by our customers.
The Smart contract service currently delivers contracts on EVM based
blockchains, although it is possible to inquire about other requirements.
Octaplex Network will not deploy any product to a Mainnet nor provide
liquidity - this always remains in the respective customers’ duty. The
responsibility for the product is handed to the respective customer once
any product is delivered by Octaplex Network by the agreed terms and
conditions.
Octaplex Network will not take any responsibility or liability for malicious
acts of their customers by altering or manipulating a provided product
or by the customers acting malicious on their own in any other way.

Blockchain Incubator & Launchpad
The DeFi game is currently in its early stages with a fast march towards
its expansion in multiple areas of possibility. This expansion brings an
emergence of Blockchain and Crypto based products, services and projects.
A young project that wants to start its journey is quickly faced with
numerous challenges and obstacles as well as offers aiming at solving
those challenges.
Such offers may sound great in theory, but in reality a vast majority of
these offered services are fraudulent in nature to a certain degree, either
through underdelivery or no delivery at all.

Octaplex Blockchain incubator
Ocaplex team wants to address and help solve lots of issues in the DeFi
space with its products, and one of it being particularly useful for young
projects is the Blockchain Incubator & Launchpad.
Blockchain Incubator of the Octaplex Network aims to help new projects
by providing assistance in several fields and aspects ranging from supportive suggestions and tips to our partners’ products, where it is applicable.
The Network will show one of its uses by providing them with an array of
different products and services from our verified partners, at better
terms, a discounted cost and/or a personal and more in-depth approach
for those services.
Projects will not have to spend time seeking quality services at questionable or unreliable parties, but will instead be offered an array of helpful
services at verified projects
The Octaplex Network already includes projects offering several products
which are more than welcome for a project in all its stages, from birth to
“adulthood”.

Octaplex Launchpad
Along with the whole array of products, an important aspect of the Incubator is the Octaplex Launchpad - helping projects gain traction, exposure and an easier deployment and launch process, along with collecting initial funds necessary for liquidity, development and more.
The Launchpad will enable the investors to enter pre-launch rounds and
support the projects of their choice, out of a carefully selected projects
portfolio.

Why another launchpad?
One of the main issues we have noticed in the currently existing launchpads is the requirement to enter. Most, and almost all currently active
launchpads are very difficult to enter for a regular and average investor
or crypto enthusiast.
Usually the launchpads require a large minimum holding of their native
tokens, inaccessible by the average investor, especially if built on Ethereum Network, where the current gas fees are another major factor at
blocking regular investors from contributing to their projects of choice.
The team at Octaplex has taken all these issues into consideration when
planning to develop their launchpad with one of the main goals being to
enable the regular crypto enthusiast to contribute and participate in
the birth of new projects.
Launchpad will offer different tiers of investing, based on the user’s holding of our native token - $PLX. Although there will be a tiered or gradual
system, the main benefits are seen in the idea that the lowest tier does
not require a high or expensive holding amount, and on the other hand,
having multiple tiers will provide certain benefits to their respective
holders.
Such a system does not only provide a great investing experience, but
supports all the $PLX holders, by increasing the price floor of our native
token - $PLX.
The Octaplex Launchpad will be a part of the whole Blockchain Incubator ecosystem, and its parties will have an opportunity to either utilize
the launchpad only or the incubator services along with it, thus ensuring
a great support system for their launch and emergence.
Both the Incubator and the Launchpad will be separate services, but
combined together at the wishes of its users, so that each team can
decide which part of this ecosystem suits them and which they are not
in need of.
Our work ethics are such that we shall aim to ensure the best possible
terms and costs, and adapt to the projects’ needs, along with providing
a personal relation and assistance to projects which we personally
endorse for their use case, team or a fair and honest work approach.

Future of Octaplex Network
The future for our network brings immense potential, and the network
itself serves as a breeding ground for developing new ideas, be it by
ourselves or through our current and future partnerships.
We aim to solve several issues in the crypto space and become one of
the pioneers in paving the way and bringing new foundations and templates for the DeFi space in general.
We are big proponents of decentralization through finance, so ideas for
the project have come up from this visionary space.
One of the aspects current crypto space lacks is security/safety.
Instead of being only unsatisfied by the lack of safety, we have chosen to
take part in creating this space much safer for all of its participants.
The future of Octaplex will be interconnected with the idea of a safe
space for mutual growth, support, and exchange where its participants
will not have to fear for losses due to malicious intent.
Instead, everyone will be safe to explore the cryptocurrency space, to
invest in safe projects and collaborate with positively oriented individuals
and teams, all working together for our mutual growth and growth of
the network, which shall benefit everyone including the participants.
Just as the future in our vision is of mutual support as cooperation, it
should be like that in the blockchain regards as well. That is why Octaplex will not limit itself to Binance Smart Chain only, but will connect
projects throughout different chains so that the crypto space can get
both individualized and connected at the same time.
Octaplex Network has certain fixed aims and goals, but is also a flexible
network, serving as a breeding ground for creating new ideas. These
ideas oftentimes come from new partnerships, as each one is like a
chemical reaction bringing new results.

A part of the network’s potential and milestones are set in stone by our
roadmap, but another level of ideas is created through mutual work,
which is why we are excited about the future of this network.
The Octaplex team is serious and hardworking, which are qualities that
enable us to create a position for ourselves among the top crypto projects.
The connections we are building are all to be built on a solid development foundation through our contract, products, use cases, and the
team’s efforts.
The whole ecosystem will be unified, and it’s utilities available once the
roadmap development milestones are achieved.

Ecosystem products layout
Octaplex ecosystem currently consists of the following, developed and
planned products:

PLEXSWAP
- A secure swap offering its users to swap between the tokens included
in this ecosystem while ensuring maximum possible safety with the
included projects.
- Only our partner’s tokens and altcoins included in the swap’s portfolio
are available to be swapped, thus bypassing the usual security issues
present in swaps where any token can be added by anyone
- The PlexSwap doesn’t require for separate liquidity pools to make a
certain token swappable, but instead utilizes the already present Pancakeswap liquidity pools

PLEXGATE
- Plexgate is a safety tool enabling a more secure transaction process
between two sides
- The platform will enable a “middleman” service for arranging deals
between a seller and a buyer
- The crypto space oftentimes includes malicious players, seeking to take
something without providing an equal value in return. Plexgate aims to
address this issue by providing an assurance that either both sides will
fulfill their part of a pre-arranged agreement, or that the side that has
respected the agreement, shall receive a refund in case of malicious
activity from the other side.

OCTAPLEX WALLET
- A secure wallet offering the ability to keep track of all the reward tokens
a user is receiving through octaplex and an easier usage of the network
- Octawallet will not require its users to create a unique new address but
will serve as a layer on top of their current address, connectable to the
most popular cryptocurrency wallets

PLEXNET
- Network’s online social space for investors, communities, projects and
companies
- A hub for connection, sharing, communication and education
- The online place for the whole network of partners, associates and
affiliated companies where each team or entity will have the option to
share or take services from other included partners at a great price with
better terms
- This will enable all of the included partners to cooperate not only with
the Octaplex team, but with each one of the included teams as well
- The online hub will truly provide the experience of achieving our visions
together with mutual cooperation

BLOCKCHAIN INCUBATOR & LAUNCHPAD
- Offering its users a great supportive system for the start, and
post-launch period and emergence into the crypto space
- connecting investors with great projects and providing exposure and
starting funding for new projects
- Utilising the Network and its participants to provide their carefully
selected services and products and help teams with their projects

SMART CONTRACT SERVICE
- Octaplex offers a service dedicated to helping ambitious teams get
their projects up and going through delivering custom made, forked, or
modified contracts
- There are several service tiers and pricing levels for the service
- Besides creating a contract, our developers serve as support after delivering, to ensure the functionality of the contract
- Octaplex Network will not deploy any product to a Mainnet nor provide
liquidity - this always remains in the respective customers’ duty.
- Octaplex Network will not take any responsibility or liability for malicious acts of their customers by altering or manipulating a provided
product or by the customers acting malicious on their own in any other
way.

MULTICHAIN BRIDGES
- Octabridge will allow the network to spread further than just the
Binance Smart Chain, into other blockchain networks such as the Ethereum blockchain, Polygon, Polkadot and Solana chain.
- The future needs to be complementary and interconnected, which is
one of the reasons Octaplex will expand through multiple networks
- Users of the ecosystem will be able to receive even rewards from different blockchains
- A safe bridge will enable its users to switch their tokens/coins through
different chains

DAPP
- Our dapp is the central point of the rewards feature
- enables users to easily interact with the contract by choosing their
rewards and their ratios
- Includes different indicators for users to understand the current state of
rewards calculation, auto payout progress, user’s balance and more
- Our wallet will include a dapp compatibility unifying the two products
for a greater ease of use

Octaplex dApp
The Octaplex dapp enables its users to interact with the contract in an
easy, visually appealing way.
The main function of this decentralized app will be for each user to
choose and claim their own individual rewards from all of the offered
tokens in the ecosystem.
Besides choosing their rewards from offered tokens, users can choose
the token ratios as well. An example of a choice one could make would
be the following:

Bitcoin
22%

Ethereum
20%

Cardano
30%

Matic
10%

Octaplex
18%

40% $ETH – 20% in $BNB – 20% in
$PLX – 15% in $BTC – 5% in $BUSD - or
any other combination you prefer.

Besides the tokens available at launch, the total available portfolio of
tokens will increase when introducing new partnerships and by community votes.
Users can choose between manually claiming custom rewards when
needed, or waiting for automated payouts at a slower rate without gas
fees involved.
Users can connect their wallets with the dapp to choose and claim their
rewards, which is made even easier with the launch of Octawallet with
integrated dapp features.
A support system will be organized for any possible questions regarding
the usage of dapp.

Roadmap
Our roadmap can be found at our official website: octaplex.io/roadmap.
As the vision is growing so is the roadmap, thus this is subject to change.
Expansion in a positive manner is always welcome, so minor or major
additions will always be given space in the Octaplex roadmap if they are
shown to increase the current potential of the project even further.

Tokenomics
Supply
Max Supply: 1,000,000 (one million)
— 5% supply for presale
— 92.5% post launch
— 0.5% Admin team
— 2% Airdrops
→ 88% of supply is locked in a safe contract before launch and will be
added to the circulating supply with new buys in an easy manner as the
burn rate will be 6x bigger then the supply injection rate which makes
the supply deflationary.

Tax mechanics
Since PLX is a token that rewards holders, buy, sell and transfer tax is
applied to PLX transactions in order to fuel the tokenomics from trade
volume.
To keep holder rewards safe from price movements, almost all tax is
stored on the contract in BNB in separate dedicated “pots” until these
funds are used for its intended purpose.
This section provides a breakdown of the tax rates and the various allocations of funds from tax.

Buy tax
Tax: 10% (slippage 11%)
4% Payouts in $BTCB, $ETH, $BUSD, $MATIC, $ADA, $BNB &
$PLX + more
3% Auto buyback
1% Gas Refunds
1% Marketing
0.6% admin
0.4% mods

Sell tax
Sell tax is 15% in total.
Out of the seling tax:
50% holders in tokens from the rewards portfolio
35% liquidity to pancakeswap
6% marketing (protected with multi signature)
1% airdrops
2% lottery
4% admins in bnb
2% Mods in bnb
→ the rewards bought with selling tax are not given by expanding the
$PLX supply, but instead are delivered through the contract which uses
$BNB to buy them. This ensures no supply dilution or price drop from
the rewards, instead it increases the price level of $PLX for all rewards
chosen in the native token.
All the tokenomics, including the transaction taxes, incentivise and
reward holders, bring an interesting aspect to the investing side and aim
to provide a relaxed investing experience where holders don't have to
spend sleepless nights checking their investments every minute. This
provides the space to steadily keep up with the development side while
having a strong community of supporters and investors.

Reward calculation and claiming system

Holder rewards accumulated from the tax system are stored in BNB on
the smart contract and converted to the desired reward currencies
during payout.
Each reward cycle lasts one week and usually restarts on Sundays (depending on trade volume). Rewards are distributed among holders
based on the amount of PLX tokens that they hold.
There is no minimum number of tokens to hold and rewards are calculated over the minimum balance across the whole calculation period of
one week.
Reward calculation happens continuously throughout the week.
Autoclaiming is enabled by default, apart from holders that are not
human. Any accumulated rewards not claimed or automatically paid out
in 6 months are redistributed to the Holder rewards pot as a means to
recover funds from ‘dead wallets’. Holders can claim manually at any
time, as long as their available earnings are larger than 0 bnb.
When rewards are paid out, the contract accelerates the holder calculation until the end of the week.
This saves gas fees, as holders do not have to claim as often, but get paid
out in advance.

Security

Octaplex team takes security as a strong priority in all the aspects of the
project/network.
There are multiple aspects of the project in which different types of
security measures have been implemented to ensure a safe experience
for everyone included.

AUDITS

- The contract has gone through a thorough and detailed process of a
full-scale audit by Brewlabs and an Audit by StaySAFU.
Brewlabs https://github.com/MaverickHP/brewlabs-audits/blob/main/Brewlabs%20-%20Octaplex%20Network%20Block%209906269.pdf
StaySAFU
https://www.staysafu.org/audits/octaplex-network
KYC
- the team has ensured safety for our community by passing a KYC measure at Assure Defi, thus giving the important details to the company’s
owners. The kyc proof can be seen at the following link: https://www.assuredefi.io/projects/octaplex-network/

NETWORK SECURITY

- keeping the whole network functioning as it should, by keeping it a
safe space and having our trust high is an important aspect that we can
achieve by carefully evaluating potential partners and by doing in-depth
research into any new projects that express to desire to join.
- each new partner is asked to dox with our team, in a developers meeting.

OTHER SECURITY FEATURES

- the team holds a very small part of the supply - 0.5% for the total core
team
- marketing funds are locked by a multisignature wallet, and inaccessible
unless 4 out of 5 team members agree on a certain transaction
- each different “pot” in the contract has a certain use case and can be
used only for it, ensured automatically by the contract. There are several
pots, and an example of this would be the airdrop pot - its funds can be
used only for airdrops, and are inaccessible manually.

Team
Octaplex team consists of 5 members in the core team and up to 10 moderators and cooperators.
We are a European based team and some of us do know each other in real
life, while others are familiar from a period of past cooperation either in projects or by investing together. Through our paths of development, the core
team members have developed complete trust in each other.
We have all been involved in the Crypto space for a solid amount of time and
have experience in investing, networking and development of projects in the
Binance Smart Network.
The reason we started Octaplex network is because we saw a lot of room for
improvement of the current DeFi/crypto space and wanted to provide our
own, unique input to it. We were also very unsatisfied with the recent projects coming up in the Smart Chain network, so we decided to create a
long-term and stable project, along with a trustful and involved community.
The core team of Octaplex Network consists of the following members:

Zander
CTO
CONTRACT DEVELOPER - STRATEGIC COORDINATION
Zander is the coding “maestro” who has written our contract, in simple words
the Octaplex contract developer. Although a huge task; it is not the only task
he has taken - his clear thinking mindset allows for a solid participation in the
strategic decision making process, as well as helping out with any necessary
parts of the project, such as networking with partners, guiding our marketing
decisions and acting as a great technical support for our dapp users.

Captain
CEO
Captain is the brain and organization of the project. He is the one who connects all the separate parts of the projects into a singular, well coordinated
group acting together towards the same goal. Captain is also strongly working in the partnership part of the network, connecting our network with
numerous other projects and teams, along with other team members. Captain’s long experience of 10+ years in crypto space, decision making and coordination skills make him an essential core team member, and rightfully give
him the role of the CEO.

Hiding
CIO
PARTNERSHIPS & MARKETING - IDEA DEVELOPMENT
Hiding is the idea bringer and the open minded thinker. Oftentimes
bringing ideas which might seem abstract at first, but with the help in
organization from other members of the team; his ideas get formed and
eventually realized by the whole team’s cooperation. Hiding is the original Octaplex idea and tokenomics creator, and besides that, his communicative approach and diplomatic skills make him a great member of
the team for partnership arranging purposes. Marketing and arranging
deals are a strong part of his field of work as well.

PBS
COO
PROJECT OPERATIONS - PARTNERSHIPS - MODERATOR TEAM LEAD
PBS is our supportive and motivating team member, sharing love for the
whole team. PBS is here as an all around member, be it bringing decisions, marketing steps or a partnership move; he is always here to bring
his piece of the puzzle into the whole process. He has a strong value in
bringing new partnerships to the network and connecting us to relevant
people. Along with working in partnerships, and connection to relevant
teams; he is also a great community support manager who helps the
team have great relations to our community, being present whenever
there is a request by our supporters.

Malaya
CCO
CONTENT CREATOR - PROJECT COORDINATION
Malaya is the project’s content writer creating materials to connect our
vision and showcase it for the community to understand and grasp what
the team is aiming to create. Along with writing, just as most team
members; helps with the partnerships aspect as well through partner
meetings and arranging deals with them. He is an important part of the
decision making process and project coordination as well, by bringing
ideas and brainstorming new potentials and the possible outcomes of
the moves the team decides to take.

* Some of the team roles are interchangeable; team members do have
their specialities and skill sets which are utilized mostly by them only, but
regarding other required types of work, the team does interchange their
roles. This is to ensure everything is sorted out and no work is left
unfilled, as we have different schedules and enjoy working for the creation of the network.
If a certain job is not a part of the team member’s specific skill set, in
that case anyone who is available at that time will gladly “hop on” to it;
be it community support, partnerships or marketing arrangement.
The team has already passed a kyc measure with the Assure DeFi company.
Doxxing is another form of added security that we have with our partnerships and will require it for all upcoming partnerships in the future.
At the moment the team members wish to remain anonymous to the
general public for privacy reasons, but when the project expands and
the development of utilities planned reaches a development milestone;
full public doxing is considered and could happen by at least certain
members of the team.
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